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**Abstract**

High impulsive and aggressive traits associate with poor behavioural self-control and are important predictors of suicide risk. At present, the regulation of these disruptive behavioural traits is poorly understood. Here, we studied the hippocampus of suicides with high impulsive-aggressive traits and identified and characterized a novel long intergenic non-coding RNA (lincRNA), which we called MAOA-Associated lincRNA (MAALIN), due to its ability to regulate the expression of the monoamine oxidase A (MAOA) gene. Using 3 different human cohorts combining brain tissue, neurons and blood samples, we reported consistent hypomethylation in MAALIN's promoter across tissues. In suicide brains, MAALIN's promoter hypomethylation was associated with higher MAALIN and lower MAOA expression. MAALIN's methylation levels were also inversely correlated with measures of impulsivity and aggression behaviors in humans. Luciferase assays confirmed the regulatory role of DNA methylation on MAALIN's expression. Finally, we used viral mediated gene transfer in mouse brain and showed that MAALIN regulates several indices of aggressive and impulsive behaviours. In conclusion, our findings suggest that changes in DNA methylation patterns allows the expression of a novel lincRNA which, the brain, modulates impulsive and aggression behaviors by interfering with MAOA expression.
